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Abstract—The number of Internet of Things applications is
forecast to exponentially grow within the coming decade. Owners
of such applications strive to make predictions from large streams
of complex input in near real time. Cloud-based architectures
often centralize storage and processing, generating high data
movement overheads that penalize real-time applications. Edge
and Cloud architecture pushes computation closer to where the
data is generated, reducing the cost of data movements and improving the application response time. The heterogeneity among
the edge devices and cloud servers introduces an important
challenge for deciding how to split and orchestrate the IoT
applications across the edge and the cloud. In this paper, we
extend our IoT Edge Framework, called R-Pulsar, to propose
a solution on how to split IoT applications dynamically across
the edge and the cloud, allowing us to improve performance
metrics such as end-to-end latency (response time), bandwidth
consumption, and edge-to-cloud and cloud-to-edge messaging
cost. Our approach consists of a programming model and realworld implementation of an IoT application. The results show
that our approach can minimize the end-to-end latency by at
least 38% by pushing part of the IoT application to the edge.
Meanwhile, the edge-to-cloud data transfers are reduced by at
least 38%, and the messaging costs are reduced by at least 50%
when using the existing commercial edge cloud cost models.
Index Terms—Edge Computing, Stream Processing, Edge analytics, Operator Placement

I. I NTRODUCTION
The continued growth of Internet of Things (IoT) applications is generating massive amounts of data. There are 2.5
quintillion bytes of data created each day and by 2020, it is estimated that every person will create 1.7MB every second [1].
Under many frameworks, this data is handled continuously and
in real time, where the dataflows are structured as directed
graphs whose vertices are operators that execute a function
over the incoming data, and the edges define how data flows
between the operators. These dataflows have one or multiple
data sources (i.e., sensors or actuators), operators that perform
transformations on the data (e.g., filtering, and aggregation)
and sinks (i.e., queries that consume or store the data).
The conventional approach for implementing these IoT
applications is to send data from all sources to the cloud
and leverage its powerful resources to process the incoming
data streams and perform data analytics. However, is quickly
becoming unsustainable due to the resulting impact on latency,
network congestion, storage cost, and privacy. Moreover, cloud
infrastructures charge for computing, networking, storage re-

sources, and messages exchanged between the edge and the
cloud, making the cloud-centric approach expensive and can
even limit the potential impact that IoT can have.
In recent years, non-trivial computational capabilities have
proliferated across the computing service landscape [2]. In
particular, edge services are emerging close to the data sources
and can provide potential data-processing capabilities. Therefore, the edge resources can be leveraged to complement
the computing capabilities of the cloud-centric approach and
reduce the overall latency and bandwidth requirements. Using
such architecture also allows for exploring different cost models in order to minimize the cost of performing data analytics.
The use of the edge and cloud architecture poses the
following challenges:
•
•
•

Deciding how to split such IoT applications among the
edge and cloud resources;
Exploring heterogeneous infrastructure for deploying
dataflow applications has proved to be NP-hard [3].
Moving operators from cloud to edge devices is challenging due to the devices’ limitations with respect to
memory, CPU, and often network bandwidth [4].

Solving the challenges presented above in a correct manner
will allow for faster completion time, a reduction in edge
to cloud data transfers, costs, and ensure an efficient use of
the edge and cloud resources. Doing them incorrectly can be
detrimental to throughput and exacerbate the time for handling
data events.
Existing work has provided a range of solutions for placing
operators covering partial metrics such as end-to-end latency,
WAN traffic, and monetary cost. Some solutions consider
homogeneous computational resources [5], [6] while others
include certain application constraints [7], [8]. More recent
work tackles operator placement on edge infrastructure, but the
proposed techniques require user intervention [9] and do not
consider memory and communication constraints [10], [11].
Many solutions are either in the architectural level or evaluate the proposed algorithms using discrete-event simulation.
Moreover, most work considers all data sinks to be located
in the cloud, with no feedback loop to actuators located at
the edge infrastructure [12], [13]. Furthermore, none of the
systems mentioned above offer a programming abstraction
with the flexibility to specify a set of dataflow constrains and

automatically deploy and orchestrate the dataflow between the
edge and the cloud.
To address these limitations, we propose a programming
model to provide developers with the ability to define how
to automatically split the dataflow across the edge and the
cloud by specifying a set of dataflow constraints. Our approach
relies on an already existing programming system, R-Pulsar,
which enables developers to specify “What data need to
be processed?,” “Where to deploy the computations?,” and
“When to deploy the computations?” by using a content-based
programming abstraction [14], [15].
In this paper we extend our existing programming system
to address how to seamlessly split an IoT application among
the edge and cloud by presenting a distributed dataflow orchestrator that can obtain optimal operator placement. The
R-Pulsar orchestrator allows for minimizing the end-to-end
latency, bandwidth, and monetary cost and makes defining,
deploying, and orchestrating IoT applications across the edge
and the cloud a seamless task.
This paper hence makes the following contributions:
• A programming abstraction for specifying how to split a
given dataflow and place operators across edge and cloud
resources.
• An operator placement strategy that aims to minimize
an aggregate cost which covers the end-to-end latency
(time for an event to traverse the entire dataflow), the
data transfer rate (amount of data transferred between
the edge and the cloud) and the messaging cost (number
of messages transferred between edge and the cloud).
• An implementation of the above capabilities as part of
the R-Pulsar software stack and its evaluation using an
IoT application obtained from a data stream processing
benchmark [16] that resembles a real-world application
presenting a decision-making cycle.
II. C ASE S TUDY: O BSERVE O RIENT D ECIDE ACT L OOP
The Observe Orient Decide Act (OODA) loop refers to
the decision-making cycle of observe, orient, decide, and act,
developed by military strategists and the United States Air
Force [17]. OODA is a decision-making cycle to process data
streaming from sensors in real time, becoming an essential
design characteristic for IoT applications.
Anshu et al. [18] offer a suite of IoT applications that follows the closed-loop OODA cycle. The applications are based
on common IoT patterns for data pre-processing, statistical
summarization, and predictive analytics. These are coupled
with workloads sourced from real IoT observations. A highlevel overview of the logical interaction of the IoT applications
is depicted in Figure 1.
Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) consumes data from hundreds of thousands of edge sensors, and pre-processes, cleans,
and archives the data. Further, the results are published to an
edge broker so that clients interested in real-time monitoring
can subscribe to it, while a copy is forked to the cloud for
storage, and another to the next dataflow step.
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Fig. 1: RIoTBench IoT high-level logical interactions between different sensors, applications and users.

Statistical Summarization (STATS) performs higher order
aggregation and plotting operations, and stores the generated
plots into the cloud, from where webpages can load the
visualization files on browsers.
Model Training (TRAIN) periodically loads the stored data
from ETL step and trains forecasting models that are stored
in the cloud, and notifies the message broker of an updated
model being available.
The Predictive Analytics (PRED) subscribe to the message
broker and downloads the new models from the cloud, and
continuously operates over the pre-processed data stream
from ETL to make predictions and classifications that can
indicate actions to be taken on the domain. It then notifies the
message broker of the predictions, which can independently
be subscribed to by a user or device for action.
The ETL dataflow requires a low-latency cycle in order to
achieve real-time monitoring, in addition it also requires some
of its operators to be located in the cloud for storing messages
and others to be at the edge of the network. This makes the
ETL workflow the perfect candidate workflow for testing the
operator placement strategy proposed.
III. R ELATED W ORK
A. Operator Placement Problem
IoT applications have been deployed in multiple data centers and/or at the edge of the network (i.e., edge and fog
computing). Existing solutions introduce architectures which
place certain operators on micro data centers located closer to
where the data is generated [12] or employ mobile devices
for processing IoT applications. The problem with placing
IoT applications onto heterogeneous hardware is at least NPHard as shown by Benoit et al. [3]. To simplify the placement
problem, communication is often neglected [10], although it is
a relevant cost in geo-distributed infrastructure [19]. Likewise,
the operator behavior and requirements are oversimplified
using static splitting decisions as proposed by Sajjad et al. [9].
Meanwhile, many efforts have been made towards modeling
the placement problem of IoT application on heterogeneous
infrastructure [13] using Petri nets to formalize the application
regions and the multiple response times that they produce.

On the other hand, Eidenbenz et al. [20] evaluated SeriesParallel-Decomposable Graphs (SPDG) from its parallelism
degree to decompose the application graph and by an approximation algorithm to determine the placement. Cloud and edge
have been explored to supply application requirements. For
instance, Taneja et. al. [21] offer a naive approach deploying
the application graph across cloud and edge using a constraintsensitive approach.
Most of the existing work investigates solutions to improve
the end-to-end latency, whereas Cardellini et al. [22] and Chen
et al. [23] consider the monetary cost. The former approach
introduces a model considering monetary price as the cost
per unit of data transmitted along the network path between
two machines. The latter covers prices for the IoT application
placement using VMs, however, they create a uniform pricing
model to VMs given that the cost of electricity, infrastructure,
personnel, and taxes are similar within the same region.
This work considers operator placement of IoT applications
across edge and cloud, and the restrictions created by their interactions. The target scenario includes real-time analytics, and
our solution exploits the construction of the paths to optimize
the end-to-end application latency, bandwidth consumption,
and monetary costs by decomposing the dataflow and defining
the operator’s placement dynamically across edge and cloud.
Furthermore, this work introduces a new model to control data
transfers across the edge and cloud leading to monetary costs
by applying the cost model of two major actors, AWS and
Microsoft.
B. Programming model
Most of the existing programming models focus on supporting batch and real-time data processing efficiently in a cloud
environment. For instance, MapReduce has become the de
facto standard for batch data processing in the Apache Hadoop
framework [24]. Apache Spark [25] is a distributed batchprocessing framework but it also supports stream processing
based on micro-batching. Other frameworks involve Apache
Storm [26], which supports event-based stream processing,
and Apache Flink [27], which enables batch and stream
processing with its unified APIs. All of these frameworks are
tailored to the cloud environment. Furthermore, none of these
programming models allow developers the ability to decide
how to split a dataflow, by specifying a set of constraints
and automatically split the dataflow between the edge and the
cloud of the network.
IV. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
We focus on three performance metrics for placing Internet
of Things (IoT) applications across edge and cloud resources,
i.e., the end-to-end application latency [28], the WAN traffic,
and the messaging cost (messages exchanged between the edge
and the cloud). The IoT operator placement problem consists
of defining how to accommodate the application components
(i.e., operators) on the available resources of the network
topology to optimize one or more performance metrics.

Table I summarizes the notation used throughout the paper.
TABLE I: Main notation adopted for the problem description.
Symbol

Description

R
L
i↔j
cpuri , memri
lati↔j ,bdwi↔j
O
S
fi

Set of cloud and edge resources
Set of network links
A link connecting resources i and j
CPU and memory capacities of resource i
Latency and bandwidth of link i ↔ j
Set of stream processing operators
Set of event streams between operators
Function to determine if the operator is a source, sink
and transformation
CPU and memory req. of operator i
Selectivity of operator i
Data compression rate of operator i
Probability that a message emitted
by operator i will flow to j
Input/output event rate of operator i
Input/output event size of operator i
Service time of operator i at resource k
Communication time from operator i
at resource k to j at l
Overall memory required by operator
i when deployed at resource k
A graph path and its end-to-end latency
The set of all paths in an application graph
The rate at which operator i
can process events at resource k

cpuoi , memoi
ψio
ωio
sρi→j
out
λin
i , λi
ςiin , ςiout
stimehi,ki
ctimehi,kihj,li

memhi,ki
pi , lpi
P
µhi,ki

We define a computational resource (i.e., cloud server or
edge device) as a triple rk = hcpurk , memrk , fkr i ∈ R,
where cpurk is the CPU capability in Millions of Instructions per Second (MIPS), memrk is the memory capability
in bytes, and fkr ∈ {0, 1} signals whether rk is a cloud
resource. Similarly, the network link is drawn as a triple
lk↔l = hbdwk↔l , latk↔l , fk↔l i ∈ L, where k ↔ l represents
the interconnection between resource k and l, bdwk↔l the
bandwidth capability in bits per second (bps), latk↔l the
latency in seconds, and fk↔l signals whether the link is part
of a WAN. We consider the latency of a resource k to itself
(i.e latk↔k ) to be 0.
Each operator of the IoT application is a quintuple oi =
hcpuoi , memoi , ψio , ωio , fi i ∈ O, where cpuoi is the CPU
requirement in Instructions per Second (IPS) to handle an
individual event, memoi is the memory requirement in bytes to
load the operator, ψio is the ratio of number of input events to
output events (i.e., selectivity), ωio is the ratio of the size of input events to the size of output events (i.e., data compression/expansion factor), and fi ∈ {source, sink, transf ormation}
signals whether oi is a source, sink/output, or transformation.
The rate at which operator i can process events at resource k
is denoted by µhi,ki and is essentially µhi,ki = cpurk ÷ cpuoi .
An event stream sρk→l ∈ S connects operator k to l with
a probability ρ that an output event emitted by k will flow
through to l.
The rate at which operator i produces events is denoted
by λout
and is a product of its input event rate λin
i
i and its
selectivity (ψio ). The output event rate of a source operator
(fk = source) and depends on the number of measurements

Resource 1
Dispatching
service

Messages

Operator 1

Data transfer
service

Resource 2
Operator 3

Message
Queue
Operator 2

Lpi =

moho,ri × stimeho,ri

o∈O
r∈R
Network

+

Operator 4

it takes from a sensor or another monitored device. Likewise,
we can recursively compute the average size ςiin of events
that arrive at a downstream operator i and the size of events it
emits ςiout by considering the upstream operators’ event sizes
and their respective compression/expansion factors (i.e., ωio ).
A computational resource can host one or more operators;
operators within a same host communicate directly whereas
inter-node communication is done via a communication service as depicted in Figure 2. Events are handled in a FirstCome, First-Served (FCFS) fashion both by operators and the
communication service that serialises messages to be sent to
another host. Both operators and the communication service
follow an M/M/1 model for their queues which allows for
estimating the waiting and service times for computation and
communication. The computation or service time stimehoi ,rk i
of an operator i placed on a resource k is hence given by:
stimehi,ki =

1
µhi,ki − λin
i

(1)

while the communication time ctimehi,kihj,li for operator i
placed on a resource k to send a message to operator j on a
resource l is:
1


bdwk↔l
ςiout

− λin
j

+ lk↔l

(2)

A mapping function M : O → R, S → L indicates the
resource to which an operator is assigned and the link to which
a stream is mapped. The function mohi,ki returns 1 if operator i
is placed on resource k and 0 otherwise. Likewise, the function
mshi→j,k↔li returns 1 when the stream between operators i
and j has been assigned to the link between resources k and
l, and 0 otherwise.
A path in the IoT application graph is a sequence of
operators from a source to a sink. A path pi of length n is a
sequence of n operators and n−1 streams, starting at a source
and ending at a sink:
pi = o0 , o1 , . . . , ok , ok+1 , . . . , on−1 , on

X

(4)

msho→o+1,r↔r0 i × ctimeho,riho+1,r0 i

r 0 ∈R

Fig. 2: Example of four operators and their respective queues placed
on two resources.

ctimehi,kihj,li = 

X

The WAN traffic accumulates the sizes of messages that
cross the WAN network where 1{fk↔l =1} is the indicator that
the link between the resource k and l is on a WAN. The WAN
traffic of path pi is calculated as:
X
1{fk↔l =1} × mshi→j,k↔li × ςiout
W pi =
(5)
si→j ∈S
k↔l∈L

Likewise, the messaging cost is calculated by the number of
messages that reaches the cloud from the edge and vice versa.
The indicator 1{fpr =0 and fpr =1} indicates that the previous
i
i−1
operator pi−1 is placed on edge (fpri−1 = 0) and it sends
messages to operator pi in cloud (fpri = 1). The number of
messages in pi is given as:
X
C pi =
1{f r0 =0 and for =1} × moho,ri × λin
(6)
o
o

o∈O
o0 ∈O
r∈R

The parameters latency (P arlat ), WAN traffic (P arwan ),
and monetary cost (P arcost ) receive the current values of
the running application. A single aggregate cost metric uses
the parameters and Simple Additive Weighting method [29]
(normalized in the interval [0,1]) offers a unified metric where
wl , ww and wc , with wl + ww + wc = 1, are non-negative
weights for the different costs. Each metric of path pi is
divided by its corresponding parameters and is then multiplied
by its weight. The sum of the three metrics in the path pi
results in the aggregate cost. Formally, the AggregateCost in
pi is determined as:
Lpi
+
P arlat
(7)
W pi
Cpi
ww ×
+ wc ×
P arwan
P arcost
The problem of placing a distributed IoT application consists of finding a mapping that minimizes the aggregate cost.
X
min
AggregateCostpi
(8)
AggregateCostpi = wl ×

pi ∈P

Subject to:

(3)

Where o0 = source and on = sink. The set of all possible
paths in the application graph is denoted by P. The end-toend latency of a path comprises the sum of the computation
time of all operators along the path and the communication
time required to stream events on the path. More formally, the
end-to-end latency of path pi , denoted by Lpi , is:

λin
o

λin
∀o ∈ O, ∀r ∈ R|moho,ri = 1
(9)
o < µho,ri
 bdw

k↔n
<
∀o ∈ O, ∀k ↔ n ∈ L|moho,ki = 1
out
ςo−1
(10)
X
moho,ri × λin
≤
cpu
∀r
∈
R
(11)
r
o
o∈O

X
o∈O

moho,ri × memho,ri ≤ memr

∀r ∈ R

(12)

X

mshi→j,k↔li × ςiout ≤ bwdk↔l

∀k ↔ l ∈ L

si→j ∈S
k↔l∈L

(13)
X

moho,ri = 1

∀o ∈ O

(14)

r∈R

X

mshi→j,k↔li = 1

∀si→j ∈ S

(15)

k↔l∈L

Constraint 9 guarantees that a resource can provide the service rate required by its hosted operators whereas Constraint
10 ensures that the links are not saturated. The CPU and
memory requirements of operators on each host are ensured by
Constraints 11 and 12 respectively. Constraint 13 guarantees
the data requirements of streams placed on links. Constraints
14 and 15 ensure that an operator is not placed on more than
a resource and that a stream is not placed on more than a
network link respectively.
V. R-P ULSAR F RAMEWORK
R-Pulsar is a data analytics software stack for collecting,
processing, and analyzing data at the edge and/or at the cloud.
R-Pulsar has been extended to allow developers the ability to
decide how to split the application operators between the edge
and the cloud, by specifying a set of constraints.
R-Pulsar consists of the associative rendezvous programming model(AR), an abstraction for content-based decoupled
interactions (interactions defined in terms of semantic profiles
instead of names) and rendezvous points [30]. The rendezvous
point (RP) is a node where the dataflow computations occur,
and it can be a gateway located at the edge of the network
or a server in the cloud. R-Pulsar uses a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network to connect and communicate with all the RP nodes.
A. R-Pulsar Layers
R-Pulsar has been extended with the following three layers in order to automatically split and orchestrate dataflows
between the edge and the cloud.
R-Pulsar Infrastructure Controller: Designed to act similarly to software-defined networking (SDN) controllers, this
layer keeps track of the network resources available in real
time. Some of the basic tasks include inventorying devices
within the R-Pulsar P2P network, their capabilities, locations,
and network statistics.
R-Pulsar Plan Finder: This layer computes the most optimized operator placement plan. It uses a three-step approach
for calculating the optimal operator placement plan for deploying dataflows between the edge and the cloud. Section V-C
presents the three-step operator placement strategy developed
for R-Pulsar.
R-Pulsar Executor/Monitor: The primary responsibility is
to monitor dataflows running on the R-Pulsar P2P network,
including dataflow deployment, task assignment, and task
reassignment in case of failure.

B. R-Pulsar Nodes
Each rendezvous point (RP) in the R-Pulsar P2P network
can be elected as a master or as a worker. R-Pulsar differs
from other master/slave clusters such as Apache Storm [26]
in the sense that R-Pulsar master and worker node roles are
assigned dynamically every time a dataflow is deployed.
Master RP: The master RP’s primary responsibility is
to manage, coordinate, and monitor a dataflow running on the
R-Pulsar P2P network, including dataflow deployment, task
assignment, and task reassignment in the event of a failure.
Each time a new dataflow is deployed in the P2P network a
new master RP for that dataflow is elected.
Deploying a topology to the R-Pulsar P2P network involves
submitting the pre-packaged dataflow file along with topology
configuration. Then the information will be routed to the
responsible RP using the content-based interactions [30]. The
content-based interactions allow users to route dataflows to
unknown RPs; the RP who receives the message will be
automatically elected as the master RP for that dataflow. Once
the master RP has been elected, it then uses the infrastructure
controller layer to collect the network information of all the
worker RPs. That information is then passed to the operator
placement algorithm to generate a placement strategy. Once
the operator placement algorithm has an efficient operator
placement plan, then the master RP distributes the tasks to
the worker RPs.
The master RP tracks the status of all worker nodes and
the tasks assigned to each one. If the master RP detects that a
specific worker node has failed to heartbeat or has become
unavailable, it will reassign that worker RP tasks to other
worker RP nodes in the federation.
The master RP is not a single point of failure in the strictest
sense. This quality is because the master RP does not take part
in the dataflow data processing, rather it merely manages the
deployment, task assignment, and monitoring of the dataflow.
In fact, if the master RP dies while a dataflow will continue
to process data as long as the worker RPs assigned with tasks
remain healthy.
Worker RP: Each worker node is responsible for creating,
starting, and stopping worker tasks assigned to that node.
Worker RPs are also responsible for once the master RP has
died to perform a master RP election.
C. Placement Strategy
The strategy for operator placement on R-Pulsar applies
statistics collected by profiling the application and the location of sinks and sources. The operator placement aims to
minimize the AggregateCost (Equation 8) by splitting the IoT
application across edge and cloud by considering priorities of
operators according to the infrastructure to which the sinks
are assigned. The operator placement strategy comprises three
phases: (i) application profiling; (ii) candidate placement and
(iii) final placement.
Phase 1 – Application Profiling:. In the first phase the
worker RPs and the master RPs using the infrastructure
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Fig. 3: Phases to determine the final placement using split points,
where red means placed on edge, blue represents placed on cloud,
and green delimits forks and joins.

controller layer continuously collects statistics [31] from the
running dataflow. The collected data includes the following
information about the operators:
• The arrival rate of events.
• Processing time per event.
• Number of MIPS required to process a tuple.
• Memory to run the operator.
• Arrival message size.
• Outcome message size.
This information is used to establish the selectivity, data
compression/expansion factor, as well as, the CPU and
memory requirements.
Phase 2 – Candidate Placement: In phase two, the
user-predefined locations of sinks and sources are used to
identify patterns in the dataflow (Section V-D). As depicted
in Figure 3, a dataflow can comprise multiple patterns such
as (i) forks, where messages can be replicated to multiple
downstream operators or scheduled to downstream operators
in a round-robin fashion, using message key hashes, or
considering other criteria [13]; (ii) parallel regions that
perform the same operations over different sets of messages
or where each individual region executes a given set of
operations over replicas of the incoming messages; and (iii)
joins, which merge the outcome of parallel regions.
We consider that an IoT dataflow is a Series-ParallelDecomposable Graphs which either consists of a series of
linearly dependent operators, or operators that can be executed independently in parallel, or a combination thereof.
Phase 2 uses related techniques to identify graph regions
that present these patterns [20]. This information is used to
build a hierarchy of region dependencies (i.e. downstream
and upstream relations between regions) and assist in placing
operators across cloud and edge resources. The streams in the
graph paths that separate the operators are hereafter called the
split points. Figure 3 illustrates the phases of the method to
determine the split points (green circles), where red circles
represent operators placed on edge resources whereas blue
ones are on the cloud: (i) The method starts with sources
and sinks whose placements are predefined by the user; (ii)
split points are discovered (green circles) as well as sinks that

correspond to actuators that can be placed on the edge; (iii) the
branches between the existing patterns (green, red, and blue
circles) are transformed into series regions; (iv) a hierarchy
following the dependencies between regions is created; and (v)
the regions provide information to split the operators on edge
candidate placement evaluating if the operator flows events to
actuators.
Algorithm 1 describes the function GetCandidates used
to identify the patterns and obtain the series regions. First,
the function adds two virtual vertices to the graph: virt src
connected to all data sources and virt sink to which all
sinks are connected (line 2-4). The virtual vertices allow
for recognizing all paths between sources and sinks. Second,
each path is iterated moving operators to a temporary vector
and classifying the operators as upstream and downstream
according to the number of input and output edges (lines 58). If the operator is a split point, the temporary vector is
converted into a subset of regions set, and the temporary
vector receives the current operator (lines 9-10). Third, the
function removes the redundant values (line 11). Fourth, the
region set is iterated comparing the regions by the first and the
last position values (equal values represent a connection) and
consequently, they are stored in the hierarchy set (lines 12-16).
At last, using the hierarchy and the placement of the sinks, the
function evaluates if the operator flows events to sinks placed
on edge device then the operators is added to the candidate
lines 17-23).
Phase 3 – Final Placement: Once phase two has completed
and the profiling phase and has established the requirements
from the different operators, an operator placement strategy is
created and deployed. The strategy reduces the combinatorial
space by estimating only once the computation (Equation 1)
and communication (Equation 2) overheads to operators targeted to cloud (Phase 2). Otherwise, operators to edge have
their overheads estimated for all edge devices evaluating their
constraints. The strategy gives high priority to edge since cloud
sinks often stores messages for batch processing, whereas the
edge side hosts actuators. If edge devices cannot meet all
operator requirements then the operator is moved to the cloud,
hence, the cloud hosts its operator candidates and those that
do not meet the constraints on edge. For instance, Operator
5 in Figure 3 was reallocated since the edge does not respect
the resource constraints.
D. R-Pulsar API
In this section we present the API examples uses for evaluating and deciding how to split the ETL dataflow presented
in section II, between the edge and the cloud resources.
Listing 1 is for specifying the operator constraints. In our
case some of the operators need to be placed at the cloud
and some others need to be placed at the edge. Note that
if the wildcard or no placement is specified R-Pulsar will
automatically decide the best placement for the operator.
CloudTableInsert, MQTTPublish, and BloomFilterTask are
tasks used in the ETL dataflow.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to get the candidate placement.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

Function GetCandidates(G = (O, S))
O ← O ∪ virt src ∪ virt sink
S ← S ∪ svirt src→o , ∀o ∈ O and fo = source
S ← S ∪ so→virt sink , ∀o ∈ O and fo = sink
for p ∈ GetAllPaths(G, virt src, virt sink)
do
for o ∈ p do
temp ← temp ∪ {o}, ∀o 6∈
{virt src, virt sink}
ups ← |h∗, oi ⊂ S|, downs ← |ho, ∗i ⊂ S|
if ups > 1 or downs > 1 and
o 6∈ {virt src, virt sink} then
regions ← regions ∪ temp,
temp ← {o}
Delete duplicate regions
for src ∈ regions do
for dst ∈ regions do
if src 6= dst then
if src[|src| − 1] = dst[0] then
hierarchy ← hierarchy ∪{src, dst}

23

for operators ∈ regions do
for o ∈ operators do
if fo 6∈ {source, sink} then
for sink ∈ GetSinks(o) do
if GetLocation(sink) = edge
then
candidate = candidate ∪ o
Break

24

return candidate

17
18
19
20
21

22

op1 . map ( C l o u d T a b l e I n s e r t ( ) ) . p l a c e m e n t ( c l o u d ) ;
op2 . map ( MQTTPublish ( ) ) . p l a c e m e n t ( e d g e ) ;
op3 . map ( B l o o m F i l t e r T a s k ( ) ) . p l a c e m e n t ( * ) ;
Listing 1: User specified operator physical placements constraints.

Listing 2 is for specifying the optimizations to apply to the
dataflow. The R-Pulsar operator placement algorithm offers
three optimizations: minimize end-to-end latency, bandwidth,
or messaging cost. Each of the functions requires a weight
normalized in the interval [0,1]; the sum of all three weights
must be one. By doing so, users have the ability to optimize
the latency, data transfer rate and messaging cost at the same
time.
t o p o l o g y . minEndToEndLatency ( 0 . 4 ) ;
topology . minDataTransferRate ( 0 . 3 ) ;
topology . minMessagingCost ( 0 . 3 ) ;
Listing 2: User specified dataflow optimizations (latency, data transfer rate and cost).

By specifying physical dataflow constraints and the optimizations desired R-Pulsar can obtain an optimal operator
placement plan.
VI. E VALUATION
This section presents an experimental evaluation of our
system. First, we present the setup and the other approaches
in which the experiments will be evaluated and compared
against. Second, we present an evaluation of our system based
on latency, data transfer rate, and messaging cost.
A. Setup
Our experiments are performed using the following edge
and cloud setup:
• We used an experimental edge testbed developed by the
authors, inspired by Hu et. al. [32] that consists of 13
Raspberry Pis; 5 Raspberry Pis model 3 (4x ARM CortexA53 1.2GHz, 1GB of RAM and 10/100 Ethernet), and 8
Raspberry Pis model 2 (4x ARM Cortex-A7 900MHz,
1GB of RAM and 100 Ethernet).
• For the cloud we used the Chameleon cloud [33] with 5
instances of type m1.medium (2 CPU and 4 GB RAM).
The 13 Raspberry Pis are connected to the same LAN. The
Raspberry Pis use the external WAN [34] (the Internet) for
connecting to cloud. The LAN has a latency 0.523 ms and a
bandwidth of 15 Mbits/sec. The WAN has latency 66.75 ms,
and bandwidth of 87.0 Mbits/sec.
In addition to the setup, each of our experiments is evaluated
using three other strategies. We compared our system with the
following approaches:
• Cloud: deploys all operators in the cloud, apart from
operators provided in the initial placement.
• LB (Taneja et. al. [21]): iterate a vector containing
the application operators, gets the middle host of the
computational vector, and evaluates CPU, memory, and
bandwidth constraints to obtain the operator placement.
• Random: simulates the user trying to guess the best
placement for the dataflow between the edge and the
cloud. Random is the average of 15 different dataflow
deployments between the edge and the cloud resources.
All the tests are evaluated using the ETL dataflow. The ETL
dataflow is an implementation of the ETL RIoTBench topology, it consists of: a single data source outputting data every 5
seconds, 2 sinks one located at the edge and one located at the
cloud, and 7 tasks that need to be deployed between the edge
and the cloud of the network. The experiments were conducted
using Sense Your City dataset1 which consists of transmitting
data each minute from sensors in 7 cities across 3 continents,
with about 12 sensors per city. The data content includes
metadata on the sensor ID, geolocation, and five timestamped
observations (outdoor temperature, humidity, ambient light,
dust, and air quality).
1 http://map.datacanvas.org
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The end-to-end tuple latency corresponds to the sum of
the mean times from the two paths in ETL dataflow (cloud
and edge). The conducted experiment evaluates the end-toend tuple latency using Equation 7 where wl is equal to
1, and ww and wc are equal to 0. The experiment aims to
evaluate how efficient the cloud, Random, and LB approaches
are at minimizing the end-to-end tuple latency and compare
the R-Pulsar operator placement approach approach. In addition, three failures were manually injected to showcase the
dynamicity and flexibility to recover from node failures. The
first failure makes 38% of the edge cluster unavailable (100
ms). The second failure affects the remaining 62% of the nodes
(300 ms). Before the 62% of the nodes fail, the 38% of the
nodes are back online. The third and last failure affects 50%
of the cloud instances (505 ms).
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Fig. 4: End-to-end tuple latency optimization with 3 self injected
failures affecting edge and cloud nodes, while comparing it with
Cloud, Random and LB approaches.

Figure 4 shows that on average tuples are computed 31%
faster when compared to the traditional cloud setup, and 38%
faster than Random and the LB placement approaches. The
reason why the Random failures recover much faster than LB
when compared to R-Pulsar is because Random is the average
of multiple different deployments and in some cases the first
failure is not affected. Figure 4 demonstrates that R-Pulsar
operator placement strategy is capable of splitting the dataflow
efficiently between the edge and the cloud and reduce the endto-end tuple latency.
The second experiment aims to evaluate how efficient the
Cloud, Random, and LB approaches are at minimizing endto-end tuple latency and compare it with R-Pulsar approach.
In this experiment no failures were injected.
Figure 5 shows that when R-Pulsar operator placement
approach is used 80% of the tuples see a reduction in the endto-end tuple latency by 44% compared to the LB and Random
approaches and 38% compared to the cloud approach.
C. Data Transfer Rate Evaluation
The Data transfer rate consists of the sum of all message
sizes that traverse a WAN link per second. The values for
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Fig. 6: End-to-end data transfer rate optimization cumulative distribution function (CDF) comparison with cloud, Random and LB
approaches.

Equation 7 are ww equal to 1, and wl and wc equal to 0.
This third experiment aims to evaluate how efficient are the
cloud, Random, and LB approaches at minimizing the transfer
rate between the edge and the cloud and compare the results
with R-Pulsar operator placement approach. Minimizing the
transfer rate between the edge and the cloud is a critical point
in order to achieve real-time analytics.
Figure 6 shows that 80% of the time R-Pulsar reduces the
transfer rate between the edge and the cloud on average 35%
when compared to the LB approach. And it reduces the data
transfer rate by 45% when compared to the cloud and Random
approaches.
This next experiment aims to evaluate the efficiency of
minimizing the transfer rate and the end-to-end latency at the
same time (ww = .5, wl = .5, and wc = 0). This experiment was
also carried out using the cloud, Random, and LB approaches.
Figure 7 shows that the R-Pulsar operator placement approach can also optimize the data transfer rate and the end-toend latency by 46% and 38% respectively when compared to
the cloud, 36% and 45% respectively when compared to the
LB, 38% and 44% respectively when compared to the Random
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Fig. 8: Messaging cost savings evaluation based on the Microsoft
Azure IoT Hub pricing model, for four different setups.

sensors), the monthly cost for our system will be $25 a month
while the cloud, LB, or Random approaches will cost $250
a month, savings of 90%. A similar behavior happens with a
medium (200 sensors) and extra large (10000 sensors) setups.

approach.
D. Messaging Cost Evaluation
The last two experiments aim to calculate the messaging
cost of running the dataflow for a month using the cost models
of two major actors, AWS and Microsoft, in a real life edge
and cloud scenario. For this reason, we setup Equation 7 with
wc equal to 1, and wl and wl equal to 0. The goal of this
optimization is to reduce the number of messages that reach
the cloud servers.
TABLE II: Azure IoT Hub and Amazon IoT Core messaging pricing.
Microsoft IoT Hub Pricing

AWS IoT Core Pricing

Free Tier - 8,000 messages/day
$0
Tier 1- 400,000 messages/day
$25
Tier 2 - 6,000,000 messages/day
$250
Tier 3 - 300,000,000 messages/day
$2,500

Every 1 million messages/day
$1.00
Up to 1 billion messages/day
$1.00
Next 4 billion messages/day
$0.80
Over 5 billion messages/day
$0.70

Table II depicts two IoT cost models. The first cost model
is the Microsoft Azure IoT Hub [35]. Each tier enables a
maximum number of messages exchanged between the Azure
IoT Edge and the Azure IoT Hub and vice versa per day.
T1 allows up to 400,000 messages a day, T2 allows up to
6,000,000 messages a day, and T3 allows up to 300,000,000
messages a day.
The second cost model is the Amazon IoT Core [36] where
messaging is metered by the number of messages transmitted
between your devices and AWS IoT Core and vice versa per
day. Amazon offers multiple costs for different regions, for
this experiment we choose the cheapest region (N.Virginia)
which charges $1 per million messages sent, and the cost per
message decreases after the first 1 billion messages per day.
Figure 8 depicts the cost of deploying the ETL dataflow
using the Microsoft cost model using the four different approaches presented earlier. When using a small setup (15
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Fig. 9: Messaging cost savings evaluation based on the Amazon IoT
pricing model, for four different setups.

Figure 9 depicts the cost of deploying the ETL dataflow
using the Amazon cost model. Our system obtains a 50% cost
reduction when compared to the cloud and LB approaches in
all four different setups (15, 200, 5000 and 10000 sensors). In
addition our system obtains a 97% savings when compared to
the Random approach in all four different setups.
VII. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE WORK
This paper presents a framework for solving the operator
placement problem of Internet of Things dataflows among
edge and cloud resources. Authors proposed a new operator
placement strategy to reduce end-to-end latencies, data transfer
rates and messaging costs between the edge and the cloud, by
using a three phase additive weighted model. We implemented
the operator placement strategy in R-Pulsar, in the form of a
programming model for specifying how IoT applications will
be split across the edge and the cloud.

Evaluation of this work was performed using an experimental testbed comprised of edge and cloud resources to deploy
and execute a real-world IoT applications. The operator placement approach was evaluated against three other strategies
from the litterature, showing the ability of the framework to
efficiently place the computations between the edge and the
core of the network. Results show that the system is capable of
reducing the end-to-end latency by at most 45%. In addition,
our system can minimize the data transfer rate and reduce the
number of messages exchanged.
As for future work, we intend to extend this approach by
considering the power consumption of operators to achieve
energy and performance trade-offs when taking placement
decisions.
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